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You need:
1- 6” x 6” heavyweight patterned paper (Rose Red Prints Series)
1 - 4” x 4” brushed gold cardstock
1 - 2 1/2” x 11” brushed gold cardstock
1 - 1” x 11” brushed gold cardstock
2 - 3/4” x 11” brushed gold cardstock
1 - 1/2” x 11” brushed gold cardstock
1 - 2” x 2” white cardstock
2 - 2” x 2” brushed gold cardstock
1 - 2” x 2” Rose Red cardstock
Miscellaneous pieces brushed gold cardstock for die cutting
Tagger’s Dozen stamps
Designer Label punch
3/4”, 1”, & 1 1/8” circle punches
3/4” square punch
gold pony bead
Fire circle and square rhinestone brads
gold brads
Rose Red ink pad
Circle scissor or Coluzzle
Marker the same color (Rose Red) as the patterned paper
Scissors
Red line tape (Sticky Strip or Tacky Tape)
Embossing stylus
Paper piercing tool
Die cut machine

Lid
Use template (A) to make horizontal and vertical folds on patterned
paper. Using a marker the same color as the paper, draw a line over
the horizontal and vertical folds on the back side of the paper. Fold
diagonal lines from corner to corner, then make secondary diagonal
lines by folding each corner to the center of the opposite side of
the square. Center Circle Scissor over the intersection of the drawn
lines and draw a circle 3 1/2” (#92) in diameter using the marker.
Then using the Circle Scissor, cut a 4 3/8” circle (#112). Using
scissors, cut on each fold line from the edge to the drawn circle all
the way around the circle.
Punch a 3/4” out of a scrap of gold cardstock. Stacking a large
circle Fire rhinestone brad through pony bead, punch a hole with a
paper piercer through the center of the patterned paper and through
the center of the punched piece. Insert the brad with pony bead
through the top of the patterned paper piece and through the gold
circle and spread ends out to seccure.

Run a line of red line tape along one long edge of one 3/4” x 11”
gold cardstock. Carefully fold patterned paper into peaks, adhering
gold cardstcok right at valley point and making sure that the tabs
are folded almost to the fold line on the next section. If you don’t
fold enough, there will not be enough to go around, if you fold too
much your lid will end up being too small. The ends of the gold
strip should end up overlapping by 7/8” for the right size.
Using regular adhesive, adhere the 1/2” x 11” piece of gold cardstock inside the lid, covering the edges of the patterned cardstock
and lining about about 1/8” from the bottom edge of the lid.

Bottom
Center circle scissor over 4” x 4” brushed gold cardstock. Using
embossing stylus, emboss a 3 1/4” circle (#82) on cardstock, then
cut a 4” circle around that (#102). Cut small tabs (roughly 1/4”)
from edge of circle to embossed line all the way around the circle).
Bend all tabs in.
Using 3/4” square punch, take 2 1/2” x 11” gold cardstock and
punch triangles along one long edge by lining up edge of cardstock
from corner to corner of window of punch (turn punch upside
down.) Run a line of red line tape on bottom edge of this piece and
adhere to tabs of circle piece, ending with overlap of 1/4”. Use red
line tape to adhere ends at overlap.
Using regular adhesive, adhere the remaining 3/4” x 11” piece gold
cardstock to the inside of the box bottom with the bottom edge covering the tabs from the bottom piece.
Score 1” x 11” gold cardstock at 1/2” mark, mark off 3/4” increments starting from one short side. Punch holes in center of marked
side at each mark, put brads through holes to decorage. Fold in
half, use red line tape to adhere to bottom of crown with fold line
uppermost, also use red line tape to adhere two folded halves together. There is no overlap, edges will abut each other.
Stamp “Queen for a Day” using Rose Red ink on white cardstock,
punch out with 1” circle punch. Punch a piece of gold cardstock
with 1 1/8” circle punch, adhere white circle to gold circle. Punch
Rose Red cardstock using Designer Label punch. Punch holes on
each side for brads. Adhere Queen circle in center. Center label in
front of crown, use paper piercer to make holes for brads through
punched holes, place gold brads through holes, adhere to crown.
Decorate sides of crown with die cut pieces if desired. Place lid
in box...the bottom of the lid should rest on top of the 3/4” strip
adhered to the inside.
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Template A - Fold with pattern side up for solid lines (diagonal, horizontal and vertical lines). Fold with patterned side down for dashed lines by taking each point to the
center of the opposite side.
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